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News & Analysis
5  Leader 
6  News 

News, studios and appointments
12  New Products
 We have a launch from Antelope Audio, the rollout of 

Genelec’s Aural ID, new monitors from Focal, and 
products from Tascam in our update 

44 Micophone Focus
 We take a look at the microphone options for spoken 

word and vocals, an ever-growing sector for the industry

Columns
14  Front soundfields and sport
 Dennis Baxter offers opinions the role of soundbars in 

Immersive Sound reproduction, and some thoughts on 
how they can be used to create exciting soundscapes 
for sport 

Craft
28 Emma Butt
 After moving to England  from Ireland, and despite a 

good list of credits to her name, Emma Butt found the 
UK post industry a frustratingly closed shop. She chats 
to Rob Speight about that, and how she hopes she can 
work to increase opportunities for others in the future

34 Johnny Klimek 
 A go-to collaborator for the Wachowski sisters for some 

time, it was no surprise that Johnny Klimek was part of 
the music team underpinning Lana’s return to The 
Matrix last year. He talks to Danny Turner about his work 
on that movie, and the journey from techno to film 

Meet Your Maker
40 Rich Williams of Burl 
 Nigel Jopson talks to Burl’s founder and designer about 

his career path and motivation for creating the company

Facility
50 Guerrilla Games
 Bert Gedling takes us on a tour of Guerrilla Games’ new 

Amsterdam base, which houses a 10-studio networked 
audio facility that was conceived with collaboration in 
mind, and constructed in a unique way  


